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Canine Earth Lay Down Lavender Vanilla Dog Shampoo

I was recently able to try out Canine Earth Lay Down Lavender Vanilla Dog Shampoo from Green 4 Your Soul and it’s an awesome product.

First of all, it smells heavenly! Canine Earth’s patent pending formulation uses USDA Certified Organic Sucrose Cocoate to create a gentle cleansing foam. Canine Earth’s dog shampoos are PH balanced to complement canine skin and coat needs. Your dog’s skin and coat will be left soft and conditioned, not dry and itchy like commercial dog shampoos. This formula is naturally self-preserving and contains no petro chemicals, artificial colorants or fragrances. Now that’s from their site but let me tell you, it’s everything mentioned and more. They use calming all natural oils of vanilla and lavender and the scent is very soothing. My Swan just loved it. It made her coat the shiniest black with a smell to die for.

Here’s the really neat thing about their products. A portion of the proceeds of all Canine Earth sales goes to the establishment of grants and funds for veterinary and consumer education programs throughout the United States.

Right now get 10% off of your order with the coupon code SWANKY.
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